xlvlli	INTRODUCTION
emperor calls himself the second 'Alamgir—see No. 2015. But this must quickly have given way to the normal type. Akbarabad was first called Mustaqirru-l-kkildfat and then Mustaqirru-l-mulk, the change taking place before the end of the first regnal year. The latter epithet was retained by Jahandar, and Farrukhsiyar,but resumed Its old form in the fifth year of the latter monarch's reign.
The issues of the remaining emperors, down to Shah 'Alain 11, follow the usual types. I will only remark on the variety in gold and silver of Muhammad Shah's second year, which bears the tj/ L^=-U inscription usually associated with that monarch's Shah-jahanabad issues, and on the Akbarabad rupee of 'Alamgir II with legend ' Shah 'Alamgir'—N. S. XV.
Mr, C. J. Eodgers published an Akbarabad rupee of Shah Jahan III, dated 1174, in his paper 'On Miscellaneous Coins', J". A. S. jB., 1888.
Copper coins of Akbarabad become extremely rare after Aurangzeb, and till quite recently were known of Shah 'Alam II only. I published an Akbarabad copper piece of Farrakhsiyar in N. S. XV, and it seems likely that a copper coin of this mint, published by Mr. C. J. Rodgers in a paper called ' Rare Mughal Coins'—/* A. 8. B.y 1896—and attributed by him to Shah Jahan., is really a coin of Shah Jahan IL
The mint of Agra or Akbarabad is specially notable for its issues of small silver, and largesse money. The large medals issued by the Great Mugbals are not represented here, but there are five-mohar pieces of Akbar and Jahanglr of Agra mint in the British Museum.
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Alwar, the capital of the State of that name in Rajputana, was first used as a mint for copper by Sher Shah Sun.   Akbar also struck
there in his early years3 dmis being known of dates 967, 968, and 972. These are all of one type only, but it is probable that Coin No, 879, of an altogether different type, and of year 965, is of Alwar mint. Two or three early rupees of Akbar are known of this mint on which it is called Qil'a Alwar. No Alwar coins of any other Mughal emperor have been found.

